Nuclear proteome dynamics in differentiating embryonic carcinoma (NTERA-2) cells.
The use of stem cells for generating cell types suitable for therapy is dependent on understanding the mechanisms, and identifying biomarkers, that control cell fate into different lineages. In this study, we aimed to characterize the nuclear protein dynamics of NTERA-2 cells undergoing retinoic acid-induced differentiation. We focused specifically on the first six days of differentiation, to provide insight into the earliest differentiation events, and employed techniques to specifically monitor the nuclear proteome. Well-characterized gene expression markers were used to precisely stage cell differentiation across the experimental time course. A combination of the novel iTRAQ and ExacTag labeling technologies, together with LC-ESI tandem mass spectrometry, were then used to accurately measure nuclear protein expression changes occurring within these differentiation-staged cells. We report proteins that showed significantly altered expression over the first 6 days of differentiation. Extensive bioinformatic analysis was undertaken, resulting in the construction of a novel interactome network, which revealed the temporal dynamics of the nuclear protein network in the context of neuronal differentiation.